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We began with a clean slate!
We didn't just try to improve our headset, we set out to
improve the whole way you operate. We began with
in-depth interviews of quick-service restaurant (QSR)
employees. Our aim was to gain a deep understanding of
today's most pressing operations and communications
challenges. Armed with these insights as well as decades'
worth of experience in the QSR industry, we started over
and explored every way possible to improve your business
and make your job easier. In the end, one thing is clear-we
accomplished our mission.
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3M authentication ensures
quality from day one
Only using a genuine 3M control
pod, carrier and battery together
will power the headset. You invest
in 3M quality, reliability and safety,
we're here to make sure you get it.

Get charged up about
a smarter battery

Dock it
and you’re done

It's the first headset with Smart battery
technology. With a battery charge gauge,
end-of-battery-life indicator and 3M
OEM battery authentication, you'll never
be surprised by a dead battery again.

Headsets charge in the integrated
headset storage unit, which can be
mounted on a wall or set on a tabletop.
No need to remove the battery, just pop
it on the dock and you're good to go.

SNAPSHOT:
> No need to remove the battery to charge
> Battery charge gauge and end-of-life
battery indicator
> 3M OEM battery authentication

SNAPSHOT:
> Integrated storage and charging unit
> Can be wall mounted or used on a
tabletop
> Charges up to five extra batteries

Service in a snap
Now you can service and make several key repairs in store in seconds. You'll
save time and money and have less downtime. Plus you won't be burdened
by having to ship and track headsets sent out.
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